Land & Schmidt

Live Performance

Journey of Sound

The musical opus
Die Klangreise (Journey of sound)

Land & Schmidt: "And the Journey of Sound Continues…"

"The Sound Journey to the Himalaya" is a joint live program by Bernd-Michael Land and Hans-Dieter "HaDi" Schmidt, which will be available from 2016 was presented to the public with electronics, singing bowls and gongs.

Bernd-Michael Land and Hans-Dieter Schmidt will carry you away, into the Himalaya mountains.
The Project

The Sanskrit meaning of Himalaya is "abode of snow".

Tonally, singing bowls, gong and electronics will lead you over the snow-covered peaks of the highest mountains on earth.

The mountain range, which spreads out over 2500km, through Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, China, Nepal, Bhutan and Myanmar, is the youngest and highest on earth.

First expeditions to Mount Everest were carried out in the 1920s already.

The musical voyage will pass rocky fields, snow-covered plateaus, ascend to monasteries and immerse into the summits' solitude.

The Himalaya is the symbolic home for several religions' deities.

Furthermore, Mount Kailash is the holiest of all mountains for hindus and buddhists which gives it a very particular and magical aura.

Follow us on a journey throughout meditative landscapes, where unheard sounds and expressive timbres are to be expected.

Land & Schmidt / Die Klangreise

live cut at Kunst(t)raum Erlensee, 20th of August 2016

https://youtu.be/pzdOq5XYuU8

https://youtu.be/JJlnW8oJbh0
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